the great landowners; now they were losing their grip on
the smaller fry, whose sons, just back from the war, wanted
to run their own concerns. In the towns, too, they were
losing the support of this class, who after waiting in vain
for some time for the socialists to c do something ', were
beginning to have their doubts, while the old animosity
between the black-coated worker and the man in shirt-
sleeves, no longer restrained by their common hopes, flared
up again. In addition, the party's attitude towards the
returned soldiers was inspired by purely sectarian motives.
The c Proletarian League of Ex-servicemen ' which it had
created in 1919 was merely a branch of the party, and
indeed of the maximalist section which dominated it. Its
aim was to prevent ex-servicemen from being c led by govern-
ment concessions into the path of collaboration and
compromise'. Its political aims were identical with those
of the party : preparation for social revolution, Soviets, the
dictatorship of the proletariat. The General Confederation
of Labour included in its programme an ample list of claims
on behalf of the ex-servicemen, but the party postponed all
this to a later date. How could the ex-servicemen confide
their interests to a party which publicly recommended to its
branched c the greatest strictness in the admission of old and
new members ', because it c considered the membership of
all those who had given practical support to the war as
incompatible with socialism5 ? In this case, as was remarked
by one ex-serviceman, * the cry " down with the war"
practically amounts to " down with the soldiers " '.
There were hundreds of thousands of ex-soldiers in Italy,
without any special political views, who had gone to the
war very young and brought back with them nothing but the
memory of their sufferings and their adventures. Why
should they turn their backs on such memories when the
socialists could give them nothing in exchange ? What
crime had they committed to turn everyone against them ?
* If it is a lie or a piece of sectarian exaggeration *, wrote
another ex-soldier, c that the demobilized soldiers have been
constantly attacked and abused, it is at least indisputable
that we have been shunned, spied on, mistrusted, treated
as if we were plague-stricken/ Mussolini was quick to

